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11Hoscow. • • ~Jias for a long time a 
kind of Rome for us. ltJe spoke of 
the Great October Socialist Revolu
tion as if it were our Christmas. This 
\·las the period of our infancy. Today 
we have grown up .•• [we have come] 
out of the catacombs.n 

Santiago Carrillo, Secretary 
General of the Spanish Communist 
Party (1) 

Communism in Europe is emerging in a new, historically unknown form. 

According to its spokesmen, it is truly democratic: It stands for liberty; 

freedom of choice; pluralism; human rights and civil liberties; religious 

freedom; peaceful change; non-ideological nature of the state; secret, 

direct, and proportional ballot; independent trade unions; freedom for 

scientific research and cultural and artistic endeavor; and open dialogue 

and cooperation with others, even those of ndifferent political and ideolog-

ical persuasion, 11 including nthose of Christian inspiration. 11 It supports 

the Common Market and even NATO in Europe and welcomes cooperation with 

the United States. It challenges Soviet authority and control, "proletar-

ian internationalism, 11 the Soviet model of socialism, any form of dicta-

torship including the dictatorship of the proletariat, international 

coercion, ideological orthodoxy and dogma, and the status quo. Instead, it 

argues for equality, independence, sovereignty, non-intervention, national 

identity, peaceful change, and free consensus of and for all communist 

parties. 

What kind of communism is this? Is what we see what we get? Concerned 

outsiders, including the United States and the USSR, are deeply worried 

because, frankly, they understand neither the meaning nor the import of 

this change. Their own as well as their allies' interests seem to be 

profoundly threatened. What is to be done? 
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In this paper I will examine this new communist trend in Western 

Europe. First, I will discuss the two events which for the first time 

openly revealed the current breadth and depth of this development, <namely 

the Twenty-fifth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and 

the Conference of the European_ Communist Parties, both of which...~ took. place 

in the first half of 1976. Then I will take ~-c~oser look at the Communist 

parties which, singly and jointly, have played the most prominent innova

tive roles. Next, I will focus on the major conflictual issues in the 

dispute, i.e. the Soviet international communist strategy or nproletarian 

internationalismtt and the Soviet model of building socialism. Finally, I 

will attempt to evaluate the impact of this development on the Soviet Union. 

The Twenty-fifth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 

Union of February, 1976, marked the first formal public display of the 

scope, intensity and rate of the differences and disagreements between 

Moscow and the West European CPS, principally the Italian and the French-

currently the most influential non-ruling parties-- but also the Spanish, 

British, Swedish, Belgian and other parties, as well as Yugoslavia and 

Romania. (The Japanese Communist Party declined the Soviet invitation 

and did not send a delegation to the Congress.) 

The Congress itself was an uninspired, routine, predictable affair. 

True, Nicolae Ceausescu of Romania and Stane Delane of Yugoslavia (Presi

dent Tito decided not to attend) did both repudiate Soviet superordina

tion in the communist movement and put emphasis on the equality of all 

parties: Ceausescu called for"the right of every party independently to 

elaborate its own political life and revolutionary strategy and tactics," 

while Delane stressed "the principles of equality, independence, and 
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responsibility of each party toward its own working class and peopJ.e." 

These appeals were annoying to the Soviet host; but the themes were 

familiar and only the place and time made them conspicuous. 
2 

The Congressional atmosphere changed, however, with the speeches of 

the West European Communist leaders. For the first time in history, a 

Soviet Party Congress became an open stage for the public revelation of 

the deep--and growing--dissension in the ranks. The five thousand Soviet 

delegates had never heard anything like it before. Here, the Western 

communist leaders demanded not only "independence, n nsovereignty, n and 

17equality and respect for the autonomy of all parties,n but also pro-

claimed their full support for individual and collective freedoms, religious 

freedom, cultural freedom, pluralistic democracy, national (rather than 

Soviet or international) socialism, free trade unions, and freedom for 

research and artistic and scientific activities. Enrico Berlinguer, the 

leader of the Italian Communist Party; Gaston Plissonier, the third-rank-

ing member of the French Communist Party (Georges Marchais, the Secretary 

General, like Tito, decided not to come to the Congress); Gordon McLennan, 

the General Secretary of the Communist Party of Great Britain; Hans Werner, 

the leader of the Swedish Communist Party; and even Franz Mahri of the 

Austrian Communist Party-- they all went to the podium to profess, to 

subscribe to, to emphasize, and to demand principles, policies and 

strategies never professed, subscribed to, emphasized or demanded there 

before. It must have sounded like a conspiracy against the CPSU. 

After the Congress, Brezhnev and Berlinguer issued a joint statement 
3 

pledging "respect for independencen of each other's Party, But two weeks 

later Mikhail Suslov, the Politburo member charged with the international 

communist movement, in a major address to the Soviet Academy of Sciences 
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branded as "enemies of Harxism" those who interpret communist ideology 

in their own fashion: "They slander real socialism, try to wash out the 

revolutionary essense of Marxist-Leninist teaching, and substitute 

bourgeois liberalism for Marxism." 4 

The much-postponed Conference 2f ~ European Communist Parties 

(of the thirty-one European CP' s, only the nisolationist" Icelandic and 
abstained 

the "intransigent If Albanian CP§ _.) which took place in June, 1976, in East 

Berlin, was more than just a ratification of the communist parties' dissent 

expressed at the Congress, Both in form and in content, the Conference 

proved to be a learning experience for both sides. At the Congress, the 

West European CP leaders announced publicly their individual differences 

but did not discuss them. At the Conference, on the other hand, the 

differences were discussed-- in fact, they were discussed and argued for 

almost two years in the many meetings preparatory to the Conference. In 

addition, differences at the Conference were broader and deeper than at 

the Congress; here they became the focal point ultimately causing the 

Conference to be postponed for more than a year. The CP leaders talked 

to each other as well as to the Soviet and East European communists for 

an extended period of time and about previously unspeakable matters. 

The final document of the Conference--a document which, for the first 

time in history'S was arrived at by ~consensus of all participants 

after an extensive~ exchange of views,~ ~critical of an~ part¥, 

was n£1 binding on any of them (the delegates did not even sign the 

document) 6 -- was unlike any other document of its kind: 11Proletarian 

internationalism" and "single communist strategy" were dropped and replaced 

by "voluntary cooperation and solidarity" based on both nprinciples of 

euality and sovereign independence of each party, non-interference in 
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internal affairs [as well as] respect for [the parties'] free choice 

of different roads in the struggle for social change of a progressive 

nature and for socialism. n Peace, democracy and humanism were singled 

out as the major goals, and cooperation and understanding among all 

peoples as the means. "A:-tprerequisite and indispen$able condition for 

this is respect for the right of the people of each country to choose 

and develop its political, economic, social and legal system independ-

ently and without outside interference, and to protect and multiply its 

historical and cultural heritage. n Criticism of communist parties' 

activities and disagreement with their policies should no longer be 

interpreted simply as "anti-communism. n Communist parties 1 "dialogue 

and collaboration with democratic forcesn should be encouraged. Non-

aligned countries should be viewed as none of the most important factors 

in world politics." And common strategy was formally rejected when the 

Soviet proposal that the European parties "function as vanguard forces, 

pursue identical objectives, and be guided by a common ideologyn was 

dropped from the text. 7 

This, then, was the Conference which, according to President Tito, 

nmus t have no past and no future • 11 Or , as Enrico Ber linguer put it , 

"An international communist body does not, and cannot, exist in any 

form". 
8 

The Italian, Spanish, British, Swedish, Dutch, French (and San 

Marino) communist parties and Yugoslavia and Romania became in East 

Berlin a successful pressure group and ultimately a winning coalition. 

The differences revealed at the Congress and discussed prior to and 

at the Conference were important not only because they were stated and 

maintained in open confrontation, face to face. They were also important 

because they concerned fundamentals-- Soviet moral and political leader-

ship; the legitimacy of Soviet authority and the propriety of its inter-
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national direction; and the adequacy of the Soviet model for building 

socialism. The group of dissident upstarts questioned and challenged all 

of these-- proletarian internationalism as a strategy and direction of the 

communist movement, as well as the utility of the Soviet socialist model 

for others. 

Who Are the Eurocommunists? 9 
--- --- --- ----------------

The Eurocommunists are an amorphous group in statu nascendi. 

While some communist parties in the group appear committed (like the 

Italian, Spanish+ French, and probably the British CPS,) others oscillate 

from issue to issue (lD(e the Swedish and Belgian CPS), and still others 

procrastinate (like the Dutch, Austrian and Finnish CPS.) The last two 

probably do not even belong; and the Spanish CP is an illegal party. The 

Yugoslavs and the Romanians are highly supportive but they are both ruling 

parties; neither is dedicated to the democratic parliamentary road to 

power as yet. And the Japanese Communist Party would qualify if it were 

not in Asia. 10 

The Italian Communist Party-- because of its history, its size, its 

electoral gains, its international concerns and its leadership-- is the 

leading parliamentary CP and the most influentialnon-ruling CP. In spite 

of its sustained opposition to the CPSU-- to its international strategy, 

its model of building socialism, its repressive domestic politics, its 

policy toward China, its invasion of Czechoslovakia, its censorship, 

etc.-- the PCI would like to be known best for its cooperative, concil-

iatory attitudes and activities, and its hopeful role of a broker and 

mediator in conflicts, not only at home but vis-a-vis the USSR as well. 

The F~ench Communist Party, the second largest non-ruling party, 

had been traditionally loyal to Moscow. It came, therefore, as a 

surprise when shortly before and at the PCF Twenty-second Congress in 
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February, 1976, the Party leaders not only sharply criticized Soviet 

violations of human rights and Soviet ndemocracy" in general, but formally 

rejected the dictatorship of the proletariat doctrine as well. Accord

ing to Jean Kanapa) member of the PCI Politbureau, "Reflections on 

Stalinism, and then the Soviet military intervention in Czechoslovakia 

in 1968, led the French Communists to develop further the specific 

national aspects of their policy and thus to define an original pers~ 

pective. n 11 Georges Marchais, the leading advocate of electoral alliance 

with the Socialist Party, thereupon refused to attend the ~enty-fifth 

Congress of the CPSU because of the ndeep differencesn between the two 

parties. 

The Spanish Communist Party has been the most consistent and vocal 

CP in its opposition to the CPSU. Now considered to be the third largest 

CP in Western Europe, the PCE was the first illegal party to defy Moscow. 

It criticized Khruschev's dismissal in 1964, castigated the USSR for its 

invasion of Czechoslovakia, berated the CPSU at the 1969 Moscow meeting, 

and refused Soviet material assistance. It has collaborated closely with 

non-communist forces. 

The British Communist Party condemned the Soviet invasion and the 

subsequent 11normalization 11 process in Czechoslovakia, proclaimed its 

support for civil liberties and political pluralism at the 25th CPSU 

Congress, and collaborated closely with other oppositionist CPS at the 

European Conference. 

The Swedish Communist Party has often played its parliamentary re

presentation into a pivotal vote. It stands for autonomy of all parties 

..... ··~- ... ~t···~·- .. ··~. ··~·· ... 
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and for parliamentary democracy. In fact, the SKP was the first CP to 

assert, in 1965, that it could be voted out of power just like any other 
12 

political party. At the European Conference, the SKP worked promin-

ently with the opposition group. 

Although traditionally a pro-Societ party, the Austrian Communist 

Party opposed the occupation of Czechoslovakia and, on occasion, has 

stood for development of "socialism within democracy. 11 

Since 1965, the leaders of the Finnish Communist Party's moderate 

wing spoke openly of their party's peaceful way to power, civil liberties, 

and adherence to party plurality. Finland's second-largest political 

party (now in government), the Finnish CP is still viewed as pro-Soviet. 

The Dutch Communist Party introduced its autonomous, independent 

line in the ttnew orientation n program in 1964. In it, it proclaimed its 

primary concern with national electoral politics over the international 

movement, and its wish for collaboration with socialists, for pluralism, 

and for the electoral road to power. In 1975 the CPN sought to normal-

ize its relations with the CPSU, but its priorities have not changed. 

The Belgian Communist Party has repeatedly advocated alliances and 

collaboration with non--communist political forces, especially the social-

ists. Although generally supporting Soviet views, the PCB has at times 

offered relatively strong criticism of the CPSU, such as the invasion of 

Czechoslovakia. Also, the PCB has tended to take a conciliatory attitude 

toward the Chinese. 

Although not a WECP, the Japanese Communist Party should be at 

least mentioned here. The JCP declined an invitation to attend the 
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25th CPSU Congress in February, 1976. (It was also the first party to 

denounce--in January, 1974--the Soviet plan to hold a world communist 

conference.) It dropped from its platform both the concept of the dic

tatorship of the proletariat and 1Y1arxism-Leninism, and introduced "scien

tific socialism" instead_ The CPJ claims to stand for pluralistic, con

stitutional democracy, civil liberties, 'and strict -i-ndgpendence in the 

international communist movement--especially from the CPSU but also from 

the Chinese Communist Party. This strategy brought the JCP success, both 

in party membership (some 350,000 members) as well as in votes (almost 

seven million votes and fifty-eight seats in both houses of the Diet in 

1974. (In the December, 1976 elections, votes for the JCP remained ap-

proximately the same, but several of its seats were lost.) The CPJ con

demned the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia as an outright aggression 

and criticized the Polish government's suppression of workers' demands in 

1970. The Spanish, Italian, French, and other WECP delegations visit the 

CPJ often and sign joint communiques which emphasize the Parties' inde-

pendence as well as their dedication to civil liberties, human dignity, 
13 

religious freedom, pluralism, and democracy. 

As a consequence of Stalin's clumsiness in forcing the break on 

them, the Yugoslavs were the earliest dissenters from Soviet international 

strategy. They were alone. Not a single CP raised its voice in defense 

of Yugoslavia. There was no criticism, no protest against the Soviet 

treatment of Yugoslavia. In fact, many CPs denounced nthe Yugoslav 

heresy" in the 1950's. The PCI was the first communist party to approve 

the Yugoslav defection. Since then, the two became close friends. Be-

cause of their commonality of attitudes and interests and because they 
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have tended to agree on most political and ideological issues affecting 

them, they have kept in close touch for almost twenty years, and there

lationship has grown warmer over time. The Yugoslavs. defend their in

dependence and autonomy vigorously, of course; they have also on numer-
14 

ous occasions rejected the Soviet socialist model. 

Not so the Romanians. Although at times fiercely outspoken in 
15 

their criticism of preletarian internationalism since 1964, at other 

times their stand has been softer than that of the Yugoslavs. The ceau-

sescu regime is almost Stalinist at home. The occasio'll:ual Romanian flex-

ibility, cautiousness, and even equivocation suggest a degree of strain, 
16 

frustration and pressure absent in the Yugoslav position. While Roman-

ian leaders maintain unstrained, warm relations with the Yugoslavs, the 

PCI and PCE representatives, and other in the Eurocommunist group, the 

Romanian press still occasionally uses the term flprot.etarian internation--

alismn as . synonymous with international solidarity. 

There are virtually no relations between Eurocommunists and the 

Chinese. This is no fault of the Eurocommunists; they would like to es-

tablish relations with the Chinese Communist Party and have been seeking 

ways toward a rapprochement, or at least a modus vivendi. The Italian, 

Spanish and French CPs have been in the forefront of these attempts, both 

singly and jointly, to no avail. The Chinese have rejected all advances--

even the messages of condolence on Hao' s death--from the "revisionistn WEC 

parties. Of the group, only the Romanian Communist Party is in good 

graces with China. There have been no attempts, as far as I know, to 

utilize the Romanian connection for Eurocommunist bridge-building with 
17 

China. 
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There is as yet no formal Eurocommunist alliance. There have been 

many ; sustained bilateral contacts, consultations, vists and communiques 

among them, but, with the exception of the European Conference, the in

dividual CPs have acted by and large on their own. The European Confer-
. but still on an 

ence brought the parties together for the first time ~ ~ g£OUP ~ ~ 

basis. It is true that there have been many West European regional CP 

meetings in the last ~1enty years: in Rome in tsg, Brussels '65, Vienna 

'66, Paris '70 and '71, London '71, and several meetings in '73 (Stock

holm, Copenhagen, Paris, Rome,Dusseldorf) to prepare a meeting in Brus

sels in 1974. All West European CPs attended most of these meetings, 

even the independent Dutch; only the Turks were often absent and the Ice

landers usually stayed away. But because most communist parties attended, 

including the pro-Soviet parties, these meetings did not advance Euro

communism, at least not directly. Nevertheless, by then (1974) the in-

ternational communist "unity [had] become as meaningless as it was in the 
18 

pre-1914 Second International. tt 

The Eurocommunists have thus kept in close touch. In their oppo-

sition to the CPSU they have tended to share each other's views, emulate 

the more successful ones among them, especially the PCI, support each 

other, devote media coverage to each other's views, and consult on 

strategies. 

The fortunes of the PCI, the original Eurocommunist trend-setter, 

were followed with intense interest by others critical of Soviet poli-

cies since the early 'sixties. The crucial jolt, however, was provided by 

the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia: the Italian, French, Spanish, 

British, Austrian, Greek, Belgian, Dutch, Swedish, Yugoslav, Romanian and 
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other communists (including the Japanese and Australian CPs) openly 

criticized the invasion. This was the strongest censure of the CPSU up 

to that time. Afterwards, the Eurocommunists began to seek mutual con

tacts and support in their efforts to gain more independence from the 

CPSU. Increasingly, they began to use exclusive national strategies to 

reach national goals. And since cooperation with socialists ar~ ~ther 

non-communists required greater differentiation and distance from the 

CPSU, the Eurocommunist direction began to be set. 

Soviet International Communist Strategy: Proletarian Internationalism 

The communists have no theory linking the communist parties toget-

her. The closest they come to a theory is a mental construct called 

2roletarian.internationalism, a concept of considerable historical signi-

ficance dating back to the Communist Manifesto and the programmatic postu-

late of Marx, '~orkers of the world, unite,n now almost 130 years old. 

Defined variously as an intermediary international unity of communist and 

progressive forces based on their common struggle against imperialism 

and for peace, proletarian internationalism has been historically juxta

posed as an antithesis to bourgeois, capitalist nationalism, eventually 
19 

to culminate in a synthesis of the stateless communist world. 

In the process of tts development and application, proletarian in-

ternationalism has acquired connotations and characteristics which are 

specifically Soviet. This is not surprising. The Soviet Union has been 

the original organizer of the communist movement. Its problem was--and 

has remained--how to construct and maintain a rational international or-

ganization which would produce a minimum of undesirable side effects but 
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bring a maximum satisfaction compatible with the aims of the organizer. 

In spite of the monume~tal Soviet effort which has gone into its organi-

zational and strategic development, however, proletarian internationalism 

still remains little more than an assortment of stochastic, normative and 

hortatory postulates. 

With the remarkable growth of the communist movement since the Bol-

shevik revolution; with the elevation of over a dozen communist parties 

into ruling parties; and with the impressive electoral successes of sev-

eral other parties, it is no wonder that Soviet management, direction and 

control of the communist movement via proletarian internationalism could 

not keep pace. This simple strategic concept could not accomodate complex 

developmental relations among individuals--both party members and non-

party progressives; among £arties--large and small, developing and devel

oped, revolutionary anp reformist, conformist and neutral, dependent, 

semi-dependent, and independent; and among states (here proletarian in-

ternationalism is called socialist internationalism, but the difference 

is purely symbolic)-•some friendly, some neutral, and some hostile. Co-

ercion may have been successfully applied in specific historical periods 

or against small or weak parties and neighbors, but as an overall organ-

izing device it bec~e inadequate, useless, and even dangerous. Prole-

tarian internationalism, now perceived by many within the movement as a 

mechanistic continuation of an established habit of Soviet strategic con-
20 

trol over other parties, has been increasingly under severe attack. 

Despite Soviet attempts under Khrushchev and Brezhnev, Yugoslavia, 

expelled in 1948, never came back to the fold. The final Sino-Soviet 

split, the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, and the shabby Soviet 
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treatment of its East European clients contributed to the sharp question-· 

ing of proletarian internationalism within the movement. 

But there was more. The shock of de-Stalinization, a real blow to 

Soviet legitimacy in the eyes of many; the obvious and increasingly in

congruous Soviet identificat.ion of proletarian internationalism with So-
21 

viet state interests, which the Yugoslav~ .oriticized; and the nforced 

exterior uniformity" that Palmiro Togliatti singled out in his polit-:.ieal 
22 

testament, made, in the Chinese view, na mess of the splendid Socialist 
23 

camp. n Soviet 11great-power chauvinism and national egoismn eroded the 

relations among ruling parties and spread among the non-ruling parties, 

adversely affected their allegiance and participation. 

Insistence on national roads to socialism may not mean much. It 

depends on the context. "Full and effective autonomy" may mean "full and 

effective solidarity with the USSR." When Maurice Thorez said in 1946 

that the French Communists should follow a road other than that of the 
24 

Russian Bolsheviks, for example, he did not say much. Or when a docu-

ment printed in Moscow in 1945 emphasized a 11German road to socialism; 11 

or when the Swedish Communist Party began to discuss in 1946 a 11Swedish 
25 

road to socialism, 11 no challenge to the CPSU was intended or implied. In 

fact, even the CPSU itself claims thct it 11invariably opposed the mechani-

cal imposition of some parties r experience on others. 11 True, nthe Party 

believes that it would be a grave mistake to disregard and underestimate--

citing national, particular features--the truly tremendous experience 

accumulated by the world revolutionary movement and the experience of 

real socialism. n But 11owing to specific historical conditions, the role 

of individual parties in the international communist movement and their 
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responsibility for it are not identical. n Still, it must be admitted 

that in the past "the leading detachment of the international working 

class has been the Soviet working class and its vanguard--the CPSU. n 

After all, it was the CPSU that has made "the really significant contri

butionn to "the change of the correlation of forces in the world arena in 

favor of socialism;" it was the CPSU that has borne the principal burden 

of ttcurbing the aggressive imperialist forces; u and it is the CPSU which 

has the power 11to assist the international working class in its struggle 
26 

against imperialism.n 

Similarly, in his opening speech at the Conference of the European 

Communist Parties, Leonid Brezhnev, while speaking of proletarian inter-

nationalism, was subdued: 

ttsometimes one hears the question: Is proletarian international
ism as urgent as it once was or has it become obsolete? And some 
people are apprehensive: Do not calls for strengthening of the 
international bonds that unify Communists signify a desire to 
recreate some kind of organizational center? 

These are strange apprehensions. As far as is known no one, no
where, is proposing the idea of creating such a center. As far 
as proletarian internationalism is concerned, i.e., the solidar
ity of the working class and the communists of all countries in 
the struggle for common goals, their solidarity in the peoples' 
struggle for national liberation and social progress, and the 
voluntary cooperation of the fraternal parties while strictly ob
serving the equality and independence of each of them-- we 
believe that this comradely solidarity, whose standard-bearer 
the Communists have been for more than 100 years, fully retains 
all its great importance in our time as well. It has been and 
remains a mighty and tested weapon of the Communist Parties and 
of the workers' movement in general. 1127 

Proletarian internationalism was omitted from the Final Document 

of the Conference. This must have been a painful concession on the part 

of the CPSU delegation, but it was a price they had to pay if they wanted 
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to hold the Conference at all. After the Conference, the CBSU spokesman 

and writers returned to the theme. A number of articles and essays ap• 

peared in the Soviet press discussing the meaning of proletarian interna- .. 

tionalism in the light of the Eurocommunist objections. One of the more 

interesting was a piece by Vadim Zagladin, deputy of Boris Ponomarev, 

Head of the International Department of the Central Committee. In an 

essay, Zag lad in talked· ·Of rra. dialectical intard~pendence:" "The indepen

dence and self-dependence of the fraternal parties is· 'a--precondition for 

the development of equal cooperation among them. n But, he cited Nico1ae 

Ceausescu(sic!) " .•• one must not for a moment forget the natural laws 

and truths of universal significance by which every Party must be guided 

in order to fulfill successfully its historic mission.n And, he reaffirm

ed, Hone of these natural laws of universal significance 11 is proletarian 
28 

internationalism. 

Zagladin thus further softened the impact without retreating any 

steps. Judging from subsequent reactions from Eurocommunists, however, 

this interpretation was not acceptable either. In particular, they re

jected the view that the independence of each communist party can be best 

preserved by international solidarity. To them, common goals facing the 

movement cannot tru<e precedence over their own independence, autonomy, and 

equality; and democratic socialism is neither a distorted form of the 
29 

new society nor a camouflaged form of the old. 

Moscot.\1 may now interpret "monolithic unity" as ttunity in diversity" 

and !!discipline" as 11coordination vlithout subordination." It may pro-

fess ttrespect for the equality and independencetr of communist parties 

while denying any ndesire to recreate some kind of organizational center." 
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And it may even approve of and actively support diversity as a necessary 
30 

dialectic step to the future, more perfect union. Butits credibility 

is at a very low ebb. Underdeveloped, abused and exploited, Soviet pro-

letarian internationalism, on the defensive, has been steadily losing 

ground. In fact, the critics have complained, both the old, simple 

11 internationalism 11 as well as the glorified nproletariat 11 lost their 

meaning a long time ago: 11 The hypothesis that the nation would begin to 

wither away when capitalism, the bourgeoisie, and the proletariat dis

appearn was tested and disproved by social reality. Moreover, in many 

African countries 11the apj?.aratus of the political and state bureaucracy 

has created ~nations. This process of birth is going on before our 

very eyes; and even in highly developed societies one can observe the 

birth if not of nations, then at least of ethnic g-.L'oups. n Is this bour-

geois nationalism? In fact, 11every attack on national independence with-

in the context of the international relation .•. is nothing but an open-
31 

ing of the road toward an ex tens ion of hegemony. n 

Similarly, flthe mystiquen of the proletariat is a thing of the past:· 

'
1Have not the workers in the United States been one of the major pillars 

of American policy? Was it not the German working class which fought in 

the uniform of the Wehrmacht? ••• To imagine that [the proletariat] had al-

ways been~ priori progressive would mean closing one's eyes to plain 

facts .•• It is evidence of error, ignorance or manipulation if one sticks 

firmly to the thesis that one social stratum is always and in all situa-
32 

tions revolutionary while another social stratum is always reactionary. n 

In addition, an ideology of one country cannot serve as the ideology 

of an international movement: nideology is a reflection of the socio-
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economic structure of a country, of its views and interests. [Therefore,] 

arbitrariness in such a situation cannot but turn into enforced mono-

lithism, [and] the striving for monolithism leads necessarily toward a 

center which, arbitrarily, interprets such an ideology. [This is why] 
33 

a united ideology no longer exists... It cannot exist simply because 

"to attribute to certain nations the characteristic of being permanently 

revolutionary, 17 or to claim that nthere are nations that are invariably 
34 

revolutionary ••• is only a step toward racism. n 

As a consequence, there are today 

11two completely different approaches from which emerge two 
different, even contradictory, strategic, political, inter
national and other consequences. [The dissident CPs 1 ] con
cept runs directly counter to the approach that imposes a 
common strategy and common tactics, and consequently a unique 
center that decides and controls them, a common "general 
stafftr that sends the troops into battle. Whenever and 
wherever this [proletarian internationalism] concept has 
become standard in relations among the communist and workers' 
parties .•• and there are many historical examples .•• their 
policies were inevitably subordinated to a single policy, .
and this has never ensured success. On the contrary, on 
the basis of the so-called unity and compactness of mono
lithism, conflicts, sometimes very sharp, have arisen. 
And not one of them has ever been resolved on such a basis 
••• n35 

Like all political parties, the parliamentary communist parties 

are responsive to electoral outcomes. Victories do mean success, and 

defeat does mean failure--for the membership as well as the leadership. 

The responsiveness of communist parties to elections has been growing 

simply because greater responsiveness has meant more votes. The lesson 

of the PCI has not been lost on its neighbors and friends. The elector-

ate seems to have demanded--among other things and increasingly--national 

independent communist parties offering policies and strategies based on 

domestic needs. Moreover, electoral success has meant easier and greater 
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access to resources--money, offices, respectability, local influence-

thereby untying the strings attached to Soviet aid. Thus, between their 

own policy needs and the incongruent strategic demands of the Soviet Union, 
no 

the Eurocommunists had to choose. They opted longer to give in to the CPSU 

without fight. 

Since the early 'sixties the West European communist parties have 

begun to develop international strategies suitable to their own electoral 

profiles. The harsh Soviet insistence on proletarian internationalism 

had often created sharp tensions within the CPS in the past. These 

tensions were progressively relieved-- by peaceful coexistence after 1956 

and by detente from the mid-seventies. But peaceful coexistence and 

detente. while.- encouraging- the cooperation of communist parties with other 

political parties and forces and vice versa,created in turn, progressively, 

new tensions with the USSR. The CR:f would no doubt have preferred to 

adopt electorally 1;·/inning foreign policies which would not clash with 

Soviet interests. The zig-zag stands of communist parties on the Common 

Market and especially on NATO illustrate this reluctance well. But while 

the electoral push was hard to resist, the fate of Chile was not lost on 

the CPS of Western Europe. This reinforced the Soviet - CP disagreement 

on China; the communist parties could not go along with the Soviet ex

communication of China and the possible further loss of their autonomy 

related to that break. The European Conference showed this stance well. 

Proletarian internationalism, the Soviet international communist 

strategy, another "dominion [which] cloaked itself in a legitimacy derived 

from the will of its subjects,n 36 has lost another group of legitimizing 

supporters. After the schismatics (China and Albania), the independents 
~ 

, . 
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(such as Yugoslavia and the CPS of Mexico, Iceland, Netherlands, Reunion), 

the neutrals (such as Romania, Vietnam, North Korea, Laos, t~e CP of 

Malaysia), and the split parties (such as in Canada, Brazil, Bolivia, Peru, 

Paraguay·), came the heretics. They are not willful, just circumstantial; 

they profit from objective conditions. They further weakened what was 

left of Soviet communist stature, authority, standing, and legitimacy. 

When Enrico Berlinguer said in West Berlin that "an international communist 

body does not exist, and cannot exist, in any form on a European or world 

level, n he was stating a fact. 37 Proletarian internationalism has 

failed. Communist unity is dead. 

The leaders of the CPSU, to borrow their language, have failed to 

develop Marxist-Leninist teaching on internationalism in keeping with the 

conditions of the time, the relations among communist parties, and the 

developments in the communist movement. 
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The Soviet Model of Socialism 

The Leninist Bolshevik party links political underdevelopment with 

revolution. In backward Russia, as in other backward societies such 

as China, 11 where the peasant [was) the primary class of the masses, 

where the task of struggle pending solution [lay] in the fight against 

the remnants of medievalism, but not in the fight against capitalism ••• n 3t 

the Leninist party proved to be the right organization with the right 

strategy at the right time. Communism, an urban theory, did well when 

implanted in a rural setting. In developed societies where capitalism 

(and democracy) have advanced in satisfying the masses, however, Leninist 

parties with revolutionary strategies have proved to be out of place. 

They ceased to be effective. As Jean Kanapa put it, ''There is ultim

ately another guarantee that the policy the French Comunist Party 

follows will be a truly democratic one, relying in every case on the 

free choice of the people: this guarantee is that there is no other 

possible way to effect the social changes necessary. France of 1977 is 

not Russia of 1917 ••• u 
39 

Indeed, in backward, developing states, communist parties have 

tended to follow the Leninist Bolshevik model of dynamic revolutionary 

forces in societies not yet integrated and often not politicized. They 

became the socializers toward modernity, mobilizing members for the 

rapid transformation of their societies. In developed states, where 

there was no legitimate function for a revolutionary party, communist 

parties had three alternatives: either to follow the Leninist prescrip

tion and persist, and, if outlawed, to go underground; or to protest, 
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defend, and articulate the negative interests and dissatisfaction of 

isolated and alienated segments of the population not int~~tQd into 

their social and political systems; or, finally, to give in, to adapt, 

to conform to the national political model, and to become electoral 

parties. In the first two instances of revolutionary or protest par

ties, the national environment -- party relations tended to be hostile 

while the party-Soviet relations tended to be friendly. In the third 

instance, the national environment-electoral party relations tended to 

be friendly while the party-Soviet relations tended to be less friendly 

principally because of the lack of understanding caused by diametrically 

different political environments. In terms of influence, a party's 

deviation from the Bolshevik model and its replacement by a fitting 

local model tended to lead to success in national politics and, more

over, it tended to make the deviant party more influential in the com

munist movement. The trade-off, therefore, became attractive to some 

parties. 

Time, it seems, has been on the side of non-revolutionary, non

deviant, non-exclusive, national communist parties. Overall, they have 

either gained in membership or remained the same. Because they ceased 

to challenge the national political process but, for all practical pur

poses, accepted it, conformed to it, participated in it, and played 

according to the rules of the political game, they ceased to be viewed 

as national adversaries. Revolutionary or protest parties, on the other 

hand, have been subject to powerful adversities. A few have won and be

came ruling parties. The rest faced hostile governments which circum

scribed or even outlawed them. Some turned into amorphous movements and 
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became victims of 11 objective conditions. 11 ethers were pushed out on 

a limb by the new radical left. And the grm·Jing dissension and conflict 

orientation of the ruling parties have produced strains •. ~ulls, and 

pressures within the non-ruling parties. Some have even split into 

two or more factions. Deprivation, isolation, and the struggle to 

remain alive have not proved conducive to the main~:mance, let alone 

growth, of the revolutionary communist parties. 

Communist parties which aspire to function as electoral part1es 

must compete for votes with other political parties. To be successful 

they have to alter their structure to accommodate their new function. 

The Leninist model ceases to be applicable or useful. A small, elitist, 

tightly-knit, well-disciplined, dictatorial party is not suited for 

vote-getting. For this purpose, a broadly-based, open, conciliatory, 

pragmatic, non-heretic, flexible, cooperative national party is prefer

able to a militant, centralist, closed, ideological, orthodox, exclusive, 

dogmatic, international party. The direction toward which the electoral 

parties move seems to be established. They are not all in line as yet, 

but the revolutionary-to-electoral trend persists. 

In 1961 the members of the Central Committee of the PCI called for 

analyzing the causes of corruption of Soviet democracy, and in 1962 

Togliatti was speculating whether the classical class struggle made 

sense in advanced countries. In 1963 Thorez said that 11 the theory of 

the single party in a socialist regime \!vas an error of Stalin11 ; in 1966, 

adherence to a plurality of parties in a socialist state became a part 

of the PCF platform; the Danish Communist Party said the same thing in 

1968; and the Spanish Communist Party announced that one-party rule was 
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a deformation of Marxism not suitable for advanced countries. 40 The 

invasion of Czechoslovakia 11helped to crystallize the [dissenting] 

parties' determination that every party should have the right to con

struct its own socialist system independently.n41 The ndictatorship of 

the proletariat" phrase disappeared from the vocabulary of electoral 

communist parties -- only to be explicitly abandoned in the 'seventies. 

t·Jhen the French Communist Party 11 very logically11 decided to go against 

the dictatorship of the proletariat formula, "this was not a question 

of mere change in terminology but in an entire political approach.n 42 

To view Lenin's theory on the dictatorship of the proletariat as 

completion of the theory set forth by Marx and Engels, or even worse, as 

a dogma and to regard Leninism as a law, was a mistake, argued Tetsuzo 

Fuwa, the Head of the Central Committee Secretariat of the Japanese Com-

munist Party. 11 In adopting the basic tenets of scientific socialism, 

the Japanese Communist Party is working to bring about the creative 

development of its own ideas and theories. 1143 

Marx and Engels envisaged a peaceful transition from capitalism 

to communism. Lenin did not. Revolution was inevitable: "Soviet repub-

lies in more developed countries, where the proletariat has greater 

weight and influence, have every chance of surpassing Russia once they 

take the path of the dictatorship of the proletariat.u44 Lenin's revi-

sionism of Marx and Engels made for this crucial distinction. 

Communist parties, like other social organizations, contain the 

seeds of their own transformation. They are not exempt from the laws 

of history. They change with conditions of time. This has been true 

in developed as well as in developing countries. In fact, electoral 
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CPs in a few developing countries, though small, have been out-perform

ing electoral parties in developed countries in percentages of total 

votgs cast (and sometimes in ratios of party members to electoral votes 

as well), such a;, thG CPs of Cyp'X'us '40 per cent of the electoral vnt~), 

Guadeloupe (39 percent), Guiana (37 percent), Reunion (23 percent), 

Martinique (17 percent), Chile (even before the 1970 presidential victory 

of Allende -- 16 percent), and even India (9 percent). These CPs compare 

quite favorably with such CPs in developed countries as Italy (37 percent). 

France (20 percent), Iceland (18 percent), Finland (17 percent), Luxem-
45 bourg (15 percent), Japan (7 percent), and Sweden (5 percent). 

For this reason, I am not persuaded by those studies based on aggre

gate data which purport that only developed countries with parliamentary, 

democratic forms are hospitable to electoral communist parties. 46 It is 

true that since developed countries (those with absolutely higher per 

capita real incomes) do not suffer from a scarcity of resources as much 

as developing countries, many, rather than a few, can gain in the alloca-

tion of values that goes on through the political process. The political 

game tends to be non zero-sum: some groups can do well without other 

groups doing poorly. Even the relatively more deprived benefit from the 

capacity of developed states to satisfy them. Those in the majority or 

plurality can afford to benefit those in the minority: the richer they 

are, the more they can satisfy their own wants and still have resources 

left to satisfy the minority. And since such sharing costs relatively 

little and is of less high value priority and of less marginal utility, 

the majorities are likely to pay the price for stability and legitimacy. 

If there are no constant majorities, political parties can get more of 
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what they want without giving up the interests of the non-deviant 

communist party (whom they may need as a coalition partner). And since 

legitimacy and stability, in addition to resources and values satisfac

tion, are prerequisites of the parliamentary communist parties for their 

willingness to play by democratic rules, communist parties tend to be 

valued and satisfied in developed polities. 47 

This argument, unfortunately, excludes from consideration electoral 

communist parties in developing parliamentary democracies on the basis 

of scarcity of resources. But the electoral parties are there! They 

have the same local role options open to them -- to persist as revolu

tionary parties, to defend alienated groups, or to conform to the par-

liamentary, democratic form, such exists. And if they opt for the 

third alternative, the local democratic sets of interests, whether in 

majority or not, are still likely to pay the price for stability and 

legitimacy, however scarce the resources, by making side payments to the 

more deprived electoral communist parties. Since the size of the pie 

is smaller, the communist parties get less than in developed countries 

but obviously enough to satisfy them to play the parliamentary game. 

True, electoral communist parties in developed countries are more visible, 

more potent, and more influential. Their socio-political environment has 

more material incentives to offer and the rewards for success are rela-

tively greater. But the political process is the same in both sets. 

The stimulus-response paradigm is operative equally in developed and 

developing countries. The choices are there, and so is the accommodation 

by parliamentary, democratic systems. They have less to offer in develop

ing countries, but the relative advantage for non-deviant parties is there 

as well. 
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Just as some communist parties adapt better to their political 

environments than other communist parties, so some political systems 

accommodate better their adaptive communist parties than other systems. 

In other words, electoral communist parties do better in some democratic 

political systems than in others. They do well in what Giovanni Sartori 

calls "polarized pluralistt~ systems vJhere the spectrum of political 

opinion is highly polarized: cleavages are deep, consensus is low, and 

th~,le~itimacy~f th~ system is questioned (e.g. Italy and France). 

They do almost equally well in ..ttmoderate pluralist•' systems, i:Jhere the 

ideological distance among parties is smaller, the coalitional config-

uration is bipolar, and the competition is centripetal (e.g. Sweden, 

Iceland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Denmark, Holland, Ireland, Switzerland). 

And they do poorly in the classic two-party systems -- the United States, 

England, Canada, Australia and New Zealand -- where, because of their 

single-member district system, relative majorities turn into absolute 
. . . 48 

maJor~t~es. 

To put it differently, there is a difference in hospitality toward 

communist parties in continental and Anglo-American types of democracy. 

The continental or rational type considers electoral techniques of 

supreme significance for democracy, nso preponderant that it totally 

obscures the other side of the problem, that is, leadership and efficient 

government. This is shown by the fact that all the continental democra-

h d d . 1 . tl49 cies ave a opte proport~ona representat~on ••• The Anglo-Saxon or 

empirical type, on the other hand, focuses nattention on the practical 

devices by which democracy is realized (parties) and on the most deli-

cate procedural aspect of the democratic way of governing (respect for 

the opposition). n While both types, the continental and the rational, 
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exclude extreme or anti-system parties (those which 11 undermine the legi

timacy of the regime") from governing,
50 

the continental type is more 

tolerant and accommodative of the political activities of such parties. 

Should they turn into pro-system parties {whether on the surface or in 

fact) and attract a substantive vote, their past carries no political 

handicap. They are re-v1arded by the system just as any other party. 

According to Neil Mcinnes, the ndynamicn structure of Western 

European communist parties, (which he differentiates from the n formaltr 

or 11 staticn structure), consists of three complex distinct faces in 

nstable equilibriumn: (1) the party bureaucracy, the beneficiary of 

the electoral road to power; (2) the Leninist party structure and the 

utopian workers, a minority of the party membership who are the legi

timizers of the Soviet rule fighting na variety of social democracyn; 

and (3) the Soviet influence, the traditional Soviet direction and con

trol of communist parties. These three forces are at war, and "their 

shifting relations explain the evolution of the Western parties.n 51 

This is the major theme of Mcinnes' penetrating study. In my 

opinion, the three forces are neither in nstable equilibriumn nor 

nshifting"; they have shifted, gradually and irrevocably, in favor of 

the party bureaucracy. This is where, in my view, lies increasingly 

the center of gravity of electoral communist parties. To accommodate 

a profound change in party function, the communist parties had to change 

their structures. Otherwise, they could not adequately play the parlia

mentary game and compete with other parties for votes. 

A communist party which gives up revolution and the dictatorship 

of the proletariat for the electoral road must win votes. To get into 
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office, it must win a majority of votes. Since it cannot do it alone, 

it needs electoral allies. To secure such alliances, it must reassure 

its allies -- by playing down its major liabilities, namely its mili

tants and its loyalty to the USSR. ~nd once in the alliance, the com

munist party, to be credible, must prove its support of the alliance 

through thick and thin, however harsh such a posture may be -- as many 

communist parties have found out the hard way -- (such as the Finnish, 

the French, or now the Italian communist parties) by keeping the con

tract. 

To justify the change in the CP function and structure, the alliance 

must be a winning, or at least a successful, coalition. The more suc

cessful it is the more jobs there are to be filled by the CP. The more 

jobs, the more influential are those who fill those jobs, the party 

bureaucracy -- and the less influential are those who stay out in the 

cold, the utopians. Since the party bureaucrats, in order to stay in 

office, must vest their interest in national strategies, the Soviet con

nection gets less attention. The militants and the Soviet influence do 

not necessarily become the dead weight in the party -- they just become 

gradually displaced to reduce the risks. 

The Impact of Eurocommunism 

The Eurocommunists have learned that their opposition to the USSR 

on fundamentals may bring votes at election times at home; but they have 

also learned that up to now their opposition abroad, vis-a-vis the USSR 

itself, is only marginally effective. Their most notable success was the 

European Party Conference. Their other criticisms and protests, whether 

in public or in private, sharp or diplomatic, single or sustained, at 

low or high levels, in concert or alone, brought only limited results 
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as, for example, the altered Soviet view on the Common Market. They 

have been constantly and sharply rebuked by the USSR when criticizing 

either Soviet and East European domestic policies -- political repres

sion, human rights violations, oppressive measures against dissidents, 

the content of Soviet-type nsocialist democracy, 11 censorship, subjuga

tion of trade unions~ etc. -- or Soviet oppressive policies in Eastern 

Europe such as the invasion of Czechoslovakia. It is precisely here 

that the dissenting communist parties have become threatening to the 

USSR. Calling for their independence and autonomy from the USSR is one 

thing; it is irritating, to be sure, because it decreases their utility 

to the USSR in the Sino-Soviet dispute, in Eastern Europe and for Soviet 

foreign policy generally. But by attacking Soviet domestic politics 

and Soviet policies in Eastern Europe, they touch the nerve; Soviet 

power and prestige is at stake, and so is the legitimacy of the CPSU. 

Eurocommunism offers an alternative model to Soviet communism. 

For obvious reasons, it is less of a menace to the USSR proper. But 

because of its emphasis on national independence and individual roads 

to socialism, and in view of its historical ties with East European par

ties, geographical proximity, close association with Yugoslavia and 

Romania, and growing influence, it is a model fraught with danger in 

Eastern Europe. This is where it poses the most serious threat to the 

USSR. 

For this reason, the emerging Czechoslovak "socialism with a human 

face,n a Eurocommunist variant, was suppressed so brutally: it was indeed 

perceived as contagious. For the same reason it was supported by Euro

communists. They have not accepted the Soviet occupation. They disagreed 

with the wisdom of Soviet armed intervention and kept bringing up the 
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issue in public. The Soviet invasion has aroused and solidified the 

Eurocommunist stand and its opposition to the USSR more than any other 

issue. The Spanish CP has been the most outspoken and -o.l.oquent ::tn :t:ts 

d<munciation of the Soviet section; in fact, the t\IJO pat"ties broke 

relations ove1· the ;n..,:l.dcutt: • The :T.-I::.::tl -1 ;:t:n. C'P oondomned, repeatedly and 

publicly,. the invasion; deplored the subsequent purges and trials; 

IDOI:'ally, financially and politically supported Czechoslovak communist 

exiles; published letters from pre-invasion Czechoslovak leaders and 

other dissidents in Czechoslovakia; and urged withdrawal of Soviet troops 

from and liberalization in Czechoslovakia ever since. 52 The French CP 

was at first less vociferous than the French socialists in expressing 

support for anti-occupation sentiments and forces. Since then, however, 

the PCF position has hardened because, the party claims, the Soviet 

intervention has contributed to the democratization of the PCP itself. 53 

The British and Australian CPs, highly critical of the occupation, pub

lished letters and messages from Czechoslovak dissidents. The Yugoslavs 

and Romanians sympathized with the deposed Czechoslovak regime. The 

Austrian, Greek, Belgian, Dutch, Swedish, and Japanese communists cen

sured the invasion. 

Similarly, tJlhen Gomulka and his associates took severe punitive 

measures against workers who were striking and rioting over prices and 

wages in Polish cities in 1970, several CPs, including the Italian and 

Japanese, protested the Polish government's stern measures. 

In 1976, responding to polish historian Jacek Kuron's open letter 

to Enrico Berlinguer, the Central Committee of the PC! voiced its concern 

for the Polish workers tried in connection with the disturbances of 

June 25, 1976, and expressed its uhope that measures showing moderation 
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and clemency may be adopted and publicized.u 54 

Examples of a dialogue between communist East and West Europe 

were an article , in the vJorld Marxist Review by Deszo Nemes, member of 

the Hungarian Party Politburo, and an article in France Nouvelle by 

Jean Kanapa on the dictatorship of the proletariat. Can socialism be 

attained without the dictatorship of the proletariat? No, argued 

Nemes, because ~;events [in socialist states] refuted the idea.n Yes, 

replied Kanapa, because it would mean Hbanning opposition parties, 

establishing censorship, forbidding freedom of expression, association, 

demonstration, etc •••• This is not necessary for the construction of 

socialism in France during our era. We do not vJant it. n 55 

The Yugoslav international conference on Socialism in the Contemp-

orary World included participants from the West, Africa, Asia, Latin 

America, as well as from the USSR, Bulgaria, Romania, and Czechoslovakia. 

In "a spirit of free discussion, 11 apparently a nconfrontation of ideas 11 

took place. Different roads to socialism; dictatorship of the proletar-

iat; Eurocommunism (sometimes called HEurosectarianism11 ); state owner-

ship; strategy of social forces; and similar disputed topics were openly 

d . d 56 
l.SCUSSe • 

When Czechoslovak authorities arrested leading dissidents in a con

tinuing crackdown on signatories of a manifesto for civil rights guar-

anteed by the Helsinki agreement, 11The Charter t 77, a published in West 

European net-Jspapers, L 'Unit a wrote that nthe virulence ••• leaves no doubt 

as to the spirit and methods with which the Czechoslovak authorities 

intend to confront the problems posed by Charter '77, '1 and condemned the 
57 Czechoslovak government. Similarly, Rinascita said that lithe question 

of the realization of democratic socialism in Czechoslovakia remains 
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unanswered,'158 A PCE spokesman in Madrid \'Jas reported to have called 

"particularly scandalous.. • the lack of fx•eedom of expression in social

ist states. n 
59 

The relationship between Eurocommunists and dissidents in socialist 

states are mutually reinforcing. Eurocommunists monitor events in 

Eastern Europe and in the USSR, and ne~;,., trends and developments in \f.Jest 

European CPs are not lost on the East Europeans and the Russians. The 

dissidents appeal to Eurocommunists for moral support, and the Euro-

communists criticize the socialist states for their excesses. True, 

censorship is still a potent barrier. · But enough filters through to 

suggest that, at least in Eastern Europe, v1critical socialistsn not only 

know what is going on but feel less isolated and deserted. For example, 

in an open ttLetter to the PCI from the Supporters of the Czechoslovak 

'New Course, tn the dissident writers in Czechoslovakia praised the PCI's 

11 authentic democracy11 : H'four position constitutes an important compon-

ent of the effort to give the cause of socialism in the advanced coun

tries of Europe a new impulse and ensure its progress. It also provides 

support for the efforts of all those within the socialist countries who 

are convinced that the further progress of socialist society is the con

dition for overcoming the deformations that still exist •11 6° 

Similarly, when the East German popular poet, singer, and political 

critic tvolf Bierman, while on tour in vJest Germany, was stripped of his 

citizenship and forbidden to return, he claimed that Eurocommunists, 

particularly the French, Italian, and Spanish CPs, had encouraged dissi-

dents in East Germany to become nmore daring, less embarrassed, more 

courageous, and more clear-sighted.n
61 

In turn, the French, Italian, 

Spanish, Belgian, and Swedish CPs defended Bierman's right to travel 
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and his cultural freedom (while the Austrian Communist Party denounced 

the singer for serving anti-communist interests). 62 

The Eurocommunists like to \vin votes; but they want to be right. 

One of the few rewards available to a minority is the fee~ing-of 
, .. ,.-

righteousness associated with being for the right cause. Such a 

minority has no reason to compromise as there is little justice --

or benefit -- in compromise. Moreover, given the fairly rapid gro~~h 

of Eurocommunism and the sustained fragmentation of the communist 

movement, the dissident CPs thirik that time is on their side, not on 

the side of the CPSU. They know from their own experience that if the 

CPSU fails to meet the rising expectations of its associates and sup

porters, then its legitimacy will be further undermined and its intrin-

sic value to all further depreciated. The Eurocommunists' verbal inter-

ventions and meddling in the USSR and East Europe, however ineffective 

in the short run, appears to be potentially significant, especially in 

East Europe. 

Conclusion 

Have the Eurocommunists nreally changed11 ? I think they have. 

Their new, historically unknown form of communism may go against the 

grain of communism as we have known it since its split with social 

democracy, but it is here to stay. The major West European parties 

have sought in a variety of ways to produce a setting in which they 

could carry out more adequately their electoral, parliamentary function. 

They adapted their party structures, their political direction, their 

alliances, their daily political activities, and their party mentality 

to this function. They cannot go back even if they should \flant to. 
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Their political organization would tear at the seams. They are captives 

of their own progressive democratization and political integration..--

11A party that puts its finger in the parliamentary machine to the 

extent that the major \!Jestern parties have is unlikely ever to over-
. n53 turn soc~ety ••• 

Relations between the communist parties and the Soviet Union used 

to be a two-way street: ffThe Soviet rulers needed the ideological 

endorsement of Marxists in capitalist lands as much as Western commun-

ists needed the prestige of the proletarian state that 1 expropriated 

the expropriators. t 1164 The CPs historically shared the feeling that 

by themselves, through their own povJer, they could not attain their 

goals. They therefore willingly bestowed the legitimacy of leadership 

and authority on the CPSU and obeyed its commands. The CPSU, in turn, 

interested in the contribution of the CPs to the maintenance and growth 

of the communist movement, which the CPSU orsanized and led, tried to 

motivate the CPs to remain committed to the Soviet ucommon strategy11 and 

11 common model of socialism. 11 

Since then, the street has become narrow; it is no longer two-way. 

The trade-off is no longer lJJhat it used to be. The Hrally 'round the 

flag 11 mentality of earlier years is gone. It is not only that the CPs 

have changed, that they can do better, given their political arrange-

ments and values, if they are more independent and autonomous. And 

neither is it simply that domestication brings votes and votes bring 

power. It is also the cumulative effect of Soviet behavior over the 

years, perceived as oppressive and exploitative deprivation of others, 

which brings into question the legitimacy of Soviet authority. Has not 

the CPSU, the socializer of norms, so internationalized the relational 
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ties t·lith CPs that historical changes could no longer cope with the 

prevailing rigidities? And, last but not least, men do seek more 

than satisfactory and profitable relationships; they seek just ones. 

There seems to be a scarcity of those in the CPs' relations ttJith the 

CPSU. 

Exchange theory tells us that the more an~activity is_valued, the 

more it will be rewarded. Since the CPSU needs the CPs more than the 

CPs need the CPSU, one would expect concessions and benefits to flow 

to the CPs on the theory that the degree of renewed solidarity is a 

function of the value and frequency of benefits bestowed. 

I doubt that this would work. It may retard the alienation, but it 

will not stop it. The CPSU may negotiate itself out of the deadlock but 

not back into a movement. Neither does it seem probable that the Euro

communists vJould attempt to gain influence by forming a coali·:ion to 

change the CPSU to the degree the coaliJcion can agree on. The odds 

against the latter, I thiru<, are fairly high. 

Of the twenty-three West European CPs, one is in government (the 

Finnish CP); twelve are in parliaments (the Italian, French, Icelandic, 

Luxembourgian, Swedish, Dutch, Danish, Belgian, Po1~uguese, San Marinian, 

Swiss and Spanish CPs); three are illegal (Greek, Turkish and Spanish 

CPs); and seven are moderately active (in West Berlin, Austria, Norway, 

West Germany, Great Britain, and Ireland). If the Eurocommunists do as 

well as they expect, others will almost certainly emulate them, thus 

further increasing the pressure on the Soviet Union. And tha·t might 

do I dare say it? -- influence Soviet policy in East Europe and, perhaps, 

at home as well. Heretics can contaminate the orthodox better than can 

the schismatics, the independents, or the neutrals ••• 
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Given the considerable changes in West European communism and in 

vietv of li'Ihat was said above, it is not surprising that Soviet pronounce

ments have changed as well. It is now Moscow that advocates diversity, 

· ean.=~.J -it-s.•:~ Q.J:'t'd· :individual initiative: 

Monol.ith:ic. 1,mity :j,s understood _not as the unity 

of identical elements but as unity in diversity; 

and discipline is understood as the definitely 

coordinated activity of all socialist countries 

without any kind of subordination of some to 

others, but with broad individual initiative on 

the part of each country in the interests of 

carrying out its own and the common tasks ••• 

One cannot be a good Communist by giving commands 

in international relations or blindly obeying 

even the best orders and slavishly copying whc::.t 

others are doing. 65 

Change in verbal behavior is comparatively easy. But can the CPSU 

11 really changen? Can it come up with alternative lines of policy l!Jhich 

would bring satisfaction compatible \.·Jith the Soviet aims to Eurocom

munists while producing a minimum of unde~irable side effects to the 

CPSU? I do not think so. The Eurocommunists have learned that they 

can live and prosper -- without Soviet legitimation. Their aims and 

Soviet aims are only marginally compatible, and the marginality expands 

and contracts from issue to issue. The impact of their dissent may 

produce results in Eastern Europe only to Soviet detriment. The colli

sion course is not yet set, but compatibility has been decreasing. To 

arrest this trend, cosmetic changes such as the Soviet statement cited abovE 

virtually an instant reflex defensive mechanism, are no longer relevant. 
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